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Introduction
For this project, a huge amount of United States storm data was
shared through the classroom. Our project topic was not limited
but relates to our data set. It is not hard to related data and
my personal interests. There are always many controversies
about the impact of global warming. For example, most people
believe the result of global warming is longer and more intense
hurricanes.
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Guess

*My first visualization based
on the data from 1851.

How I Analyze Data
Soon after I realized this project is not only about analyzing
the data, but also about its purpose. At first, I started my
project with visualizing the hurricane data from 1858, which is
the earliest data set on the list, and noticed how unreliable it.
While there are still many suspicious parts in modern data sets,
in general, they are more reliable than the old ones. I defined
the time frame from 1900 to 2017. I grouped 10 years to make
it easier to calculate and view larger maps, then restarted this
project based on the following questions. In general, I tried to
find the connection between storm/hurricane days and time.
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1. Does the length of days have a relationship with time?
2. Do we have more hurricane/ storm days through time?
3. Does the percentage of hurricane days change through time?
*Wind speed might change several times a day. Once they
reached 64km/h (hurricane wind speed) anytime in a day, I
calculate that day as a hurricane day.

To analyze that huge amount of data, I developed several models for the calculation.
Average days of a storm:
Storm days in total (10 y)/storm number (10 y)
Percentage of hurricane days:
Hurricane days in total (10 y)-over lapping days /Storm days in total (10y)-over lapping days
Percentage of storm number which developed to a hurricane:
Number of storms which has hurricane days (10 y)/Number of storms (10 y)
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The Results
The result is shocking and totally opposite than what I expected.
In fact, we do not have more hurricane days in the United
States, and the percentage is not going up but slowly going
down. The number of storm days is going up, which means we
may have more and more rainy days. The number of hurricane
days changed very differently every 10 years and the overall
trend does not have a clear pattern. Therefore, there are not
more hurricane days in our generation, and the effect of global
warming may not apply to the number of hurricane days but
the number of raining days.
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1920-1929 has a low
number of storm days and
hurricane days but has the
second highest percentage
of hurricane days.

1970-1979 has longest
storm days but lower
hurricane days which results
in a low percentage.

* if the wind speed (64 km/h)
reaches above the hurricane
level in a storm, I calculate
that day as a hurricane day.

Based on the calculation and
percentage, by the end of
2019, it is possible to have
164 storms, and 73 of them
become hurricanes.

Percentage of Hurricane Dyas
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* if the wind speed (64 km/h)
reaches above the hurricane
level in a storm, I calculate
that storm as a hurricane.

1970-1979 has the largest
number of storms, but
most of them are short and
less intense which is not
considerate as a hurricane.

Percentage of Storm which developed to a Hurricane
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Based on the calculation and
percentage, by the end of
2019, it is possible to have
944 storm days, and 285
hurricane days.
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The Problem
Based on my personal experience, the individual pattern of a
hurricane is very important. My earlier experience with the
hurricane and unusual snow day in Savannah GA, had me
question the way we look at storms and hurricanes.

The number of storms is slowly going up, the same as the
number of storms which developed into a hurricane, but the
percentage is slowly going down. Compare the result we got
in the previous visualization, the result is too different than I
expect. it might because most of the storms are short which
cause the number going up. The percentage number could not
represent the changing pattern through time fairly.
With those analyses, I realized in some cases data tells a lie,
and the visualization makes this lie extend even stronger.

Because not all the storms will have developed into a
hurricane, the above result was misleading by the huge
difference of each individual hurricane dataset. It is possible
a huge number of storms became a hurricane but they are too
short to influence the calculation. I started to analyze them
from another perspective: how many storms actually developed
into a hurricane?

Back in 2016, a hurricane started out as an email warning in
student mailbox and ended very harmful in Savannah GA. A
number of people lost their houses because of the rain and falling
tree. A father lost his life because a tree fell through the roof into
the master bedroom. In 2017, there was another hurricane which
started with the high wind speeds on the ocean and bought only
extra rain days in Savannah.
I combine the storm length and hurricane days with the wind
speed and created several interesting visualizations.
Let’s Read data individually.

But what makes those results self-contradictory? I decided to
illustrate the individual storms closer. What possible pattern
can a hurricane have from birth to death?
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From this patter, 1950-1971
has 3 big storms including
Ginger, which happened in
1971 with 20 hurricane days
of total 30 storm days.
1906’s storm number 04
and 1926 storm number
04 has top 2 percentage of
hurricane days in a storm,
it is the typical pattern I am
thinking a bad storm should

Half hurricanes on the list happened
after 2000, but the patter on storm
length does not look as intense as the
previous year.

Top 10 Longest Storms
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AL041906
1906 number 04 is more considerate
as the logical pattern of a storm
from birth to death.

AL041926
Even though a storm reaches the
point of hurricane wind speeds it
may drop to normal storm and back

Kyle (2002)

Ivan (2004)
Has the highest wind speed and
the fastest wind speed change of
all in 10 examples.

Carrie (1957)

Inga (1969)

Nadie (2012)

Jose (2017)
A hurricane which not only has a
fast wind speed change but also
drop to normal wind speed for only
a day through the whole hurricane

Ginger (1971)
The wind speed is just above the
hurricane speed which make it less
effective than the others.

Alberto (2000)
A hurricane may be ‘born’ and ‘die’
not only once, but several times in
a storm.
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Isabel has 13 out of 15
hurricane days, which seems
very intense.

Again, 1950 – 1971 have
many long hurricane days
storms.

Top 11 Storms have the longest Hurricane Days
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AL041906

AL041926

Inez (1966)

Beulath (1967)

Dog (1950)
Dog started as a hurricane, it might
be the result of lack of data, or the
wind speed raised to 64 km/h to
fast that people could not measure.

Carrie (1957)

Ginger (1971)

Isabel (2003)
It still looks intense.

Flora (1963)
It storm ended as a hurricane, it
might be the result of lack of data,
or the speed dropped to fast that
people could not measure.

Faith (1966)

Jose (2017)
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CONCLUSION
When we look at the hurricane length and speed intensity from
different visualizations, it brings contradictory result. From the
length of the hurricane shows that we are not heaving more
hurricanes. Combination of hurricane speed and length will
show a better pattern in the hurricane from 1900-present.
Here are some conclusions:
1. We do not have more hurricanes or storms in United States
based on the previous year’s pattern.
2. We do have more storm days.
3. Length of a storm does not necessarily relate with the intensity.
4. We do have more raining and windy days from storm days.
Overall, those storm pattern shows the verity how the length
of the storm and hurricane days paired with the wind speed.
Based on those patterns, the length of hurricane and storm
days may not apply to the intensity. And the length of a storm
usually does not have a connection with the intensity of the
hurricane days, which means we probably cannot read how
terrible a hurricane is based on its length. Analyzing the
hurricane only from the length of the days is not a logic way.
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What I have learned:
1. Different visualizations for the same information shows
different results.
2. Data analysis is a process from a simple idea to a complex
information break down and end with a simple output.
3. Suitable data visualization helps me see how different data
sets are.
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NOTES
Continental United States Hurricane Strikes
Motadata Updated: November 18, 2018
https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/continental-united-stateshurricane-strikes
National Hurricane Center
11691 SW 17th Street, Miami, FL, 33165
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/
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